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DIN A4
Berlin 1991–1993

The courtyard garden for the German Institute of Standards in
Berlin (Deutsche Institut Normen, or DIN) is not a public space, nor
are the employees of the institute expected to enter it frequently.
Instead, like a book, it is to be looked down upon, enjoyed in plan as
one looks askance out the window. Unlike most projects where the
plan is only a device of translation between ideas and three-dimensional reality, in this instance the plan is everything.
The scenario upon which the design is based is that an A4 piece
of paper–itself a standardized DIN product used routinely by the
employees in the building–has fallen out of the window and landed
awkwardly in the courtyard. On the ground the A4 sheet is then
scaled up to become a 16 x 7 meter black granite slab tilted from a
height of 1.5 meters to grade so that a fine film of turbulent water
flows over its surface. Some of the black granite stones forming the
slab are cut askew in order to subtly buckle and warp the otherwise
perfect graticule subdividing the A4 sheet. The enlarged A4 granite
slab not only bears the institute’s (DIN) letterhead, but also stainless
steel letters and signs beginning with Babylonian script appear to
tumble down the page.
Although adopting the lexicon of monumental stone inscriptions,
this fallen monument announces no particular hero or deed; rather,
it speaks of Babel and the entire effort of language as the standardized
system to be meaningfully attached to the phenomenal world.
Just before the garden was formally opened, we were asked if the
massive brooding stone tablet held a cryptic message. It does not.
And yet surfaces become increasingly cryptographic, do they not? 1
1
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The main forms and ideas for this project were only sketch designed by Richard Weller.
Müller Knippschild Wehberg modified the design, documented it, and ensured its highquality construction.

Plan of DIN A4, Courtyard of the German Institute of Standards.
Original drawing by Richard Weller with Cornelia Müller and Jan
Wehberg in MKW. Courtesy MKW.
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Courtesy MKW.
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ETA Hoffmann Garden
Berlin 1992
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Outside the recently completed extension to the Berlin Museum
there is a tilted sunken room full of columns sprouting vegetation.
Originally entitled the ETA Hoffman Garden by the architect,
Daniel Libeskind, for a long time it was a matter of speculation as
to what exactly would happen in this space. This proposal, one of
many, produced for Müller Knippschild Wehberg who designed and
constructed the main landscape plan for the museum, comprises a
fallen tree that grows toward a suspended fiddle. The axes marked
across the ground plane align with a synagogue and a church in different parts of the city.2
2

As is now well known, the architect completed the garden himself.

Photomontage of the completed extension to the Berlin Museum (architect, Daniel Libeskind) with the ETA Hoffmann Garden in the foreground.
Background image: fragment of the landscape plan for the site of the extension to the Berlin Museum designed by Müller Knippschild Wehberg.
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Vladimir’s Folly
1970–

I long for the return of the dioramas whose enormous, crude magic subjects me
to the spell of a useful illusion. I prefer looking at the backdrop paintings of
the stage where I find my favorite dreams treated with such consummate skill
and tragic concision. Those things, so completely false, are for that reason
much closer to the truth, whereas the majority of our landscape painters are
liars precisely because they fail to lie.
–Charles Baudelaire (1859)

Not many people imagine fantastic landscapes and record them in
sketchbooks as a sustained practice. Vladimir Sitta has been doing so
for more than thirty years. He conjures these little worlds while in
meetings or on the bus going home from the office. They lie within
the tradition of the grotto and the folly; yet since vegetation and
topography are often incorporated, they can be understood as landscape gardens.
In the history of landscape architecture, the folly and the grotto
have been receptacles for mythical nostalgia, desire, and all forms
of alchemical tinkering. As Anthony Vidler explains, the old word
“Folle” was used to refer to lewd, unchaste, and wanton behavior,
and the grotto’s generally subterranean situation makes it coterminous with the subconscious.
Vidler argues that the folly operated in bourgeois society as a controlled counterpart and container for specifically nonbourgeois
qualities such as horror and decay. He explains that “the folly took
its place beside the madhouse, the zoo and the botanic garden, the
physiognomist’s cabinet of shrunken heads and the phrenologist’s
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shelf of skulls, as the tactile analogue to the nightmare, the monster,
the savage, the criminal and the insane.” 3
The sketches capture the capricious forces of creation and ruination,
snapshots of troubled passages leading to seductive dead ends. Of
course, along the way the sketches also indulge in carnival and mockery, which as Monique Mosser reminds us, is folly’s twin sister.4
Sitta’s sketches seem to operate similarly to that which Robert Harbison identifies at work in the Boboli gardens in Florence. There,
Harbison explains that “far from a trivial decorative art, gardening of
this sort provides calculated excitements and incitements to anarchic
impulses. But this is not the whole story, for if the Boboli tempts us
with the dream of release, it also teases us by throwing obstacles in
our way and maintains a tension between feeling free and wondering
where one is.” 5
Today the internalized drama of the labyrinth, the folly, and the
grotto is located predominantly in the black box of the cinema
and the computer, that is, the virtual. Sitta’s passion is not for the
virtual; rather, his sketches broach the tectonic realities of construction, casting, hammering, and smoothing his fantasies into the third
dimension.
3
4
5
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Anthony Vidler, “History of the Folly,” in B. J. Archer et al., eds., Follies: Architecture for the
Late-Twentieth-Century Landscape (New York: Rizzoli, 1983), p. 10.
Monique Mosser, “Paradox in the Garden; A Brief Account of Fabriques,” in Monique
Mosser and Georges Teyssot, eds., The History of Garden Design (London: Thames & Hudson,
1991), p. 278.
Robert Harbison, Eccentric Spaces (London: André Deutsch, 1977), p. 6.
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Nihilium
Chaumont-sur-Loire, France 1995

The Château Chaumont-sur-Loire Festival of Parks and Gardens in
France commissions up to twenty or more small, ephemeral gardens
each year in relation to a particular theme. This folly, entitled Nihilium, was selected in 1995 under the rubric of “Curiosities.”
A one-meter-thick curved wooden wall operates as a warped cabinet
of curiosities containing various elements that penetrate and emerge
from it. From one side, tree roots jut out, while vegetation spills out
from the other and falls toward empty pots on the ground. Peepholes
reveal small perspex containers displaying various specimens such
as insects. A ladder covered in duck feathers appears to pass through
the cabinet before intersecting with a conifer. One end of the curved
cabinet is blackened with bitumen, and inside a ticking metronome
can be heard, as if this curiosity is about to either make music or
explode. Standing opposite the cabinet, embraced by its curvature, is
a single small poplar. A tension wire disappearing into a pile of bones
bends the poplar.
As if all this is not curious enough, a covering of grass in front of the
poplar conceals a buried waterbed, surprising approaching visitors
with inexplicably unstable ground.
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Seed Machine
New York 1992

As part of a competition for conceptual gardens for unspecified
small spaces in Manhattan, we proposed a machine. The machine
rotates an armature fitted with a rake. The rake moves slowly in a
variety of patterns across the sandy ground plane of the garden so
that a multitude of patterns can be traced into the garden’s surface
in the manner of Zen gardens. From the top of the rake’s pivot is a
container kept stocked with seeds. Wind randomly blows some of
the seeds onto the sandy, moist surface of the garden. Seeds such
as buckwheat propagate quickly in the ripples of the raked surface
of the garden, enhancing its patterns, until the machine is reprogrammed and the seeds are plowed back into the ground as a new
pattern takes form. Like Paley Park, the back wall is a waterfall.
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The Filmmaker’s Garden
Sydney 1998

The technologies used in the installation Z 2 + C (pages 106–109) are
applied here to the vertical wall of a garden commissioned by a film
producer. Beginning with the white screen of the industrial filter
fabric, little rainforest plants in pockets, and a consistent flow of
water, the whole screen slowly grows and decays into a dripping mass
of different molds, lichens, slime, mosses, fungi, and plants. Initially
horrified at the resultant growth, the client has since learned to
appreciate this slow-motion scenography of a personal petri dish.
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Fire Garden
Sydney 1999

Every summer, Australian cities are threatened by bush fires. For
millennia, Aborigines managed and altered Australian ecosystems
with fire. Much Australian vegetation now requires burning in order
to propagate.
Remembering that the garden in history is a product and signature
of the epochal shift from nomadic to settled cultures, then the use of
fire as a feature in this suburban garden now invokes time, space and
culture well beyond its boundaries.
At the head of the line of fire is a golden egg set upon a granite cross
invoking both Eastern and Western mythologies of creation, orientation, and sacrifice. Fire is rich in associations and can mean many
things, but in Australia fire is a phenomenon that threatens and often
consumes property, so its appearance in a garden is simply to make
that which is wild, domestic, which is, after all, what gardens do.
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Water Garden
Sydney 1999

Vladimir Sitta’s small gardens are status symbols in Sydney’s salubrious eastern suburbs, a result he has no interest in. What does interest
Sitta, and what he demands of his clients, is the right to experiment
and push materials and craftsmanship to the limit. His skills are best
tested in circumstances involving water, the material, which, as the
Taoists say, can’t be cut but cuts everything.
In this particular residential project, along the length of an entrance
passage a brass grill is virtually invisible under the sheen of a millimeter-thin film of water. The water and the brass grill have considerable depth so as to create the illusion of a deep pool of calm, dark
water. The water appears to have flooded the front of the property,
making access to the front door impossible.
Seeing this for the first time, the client was furious and thought
there had been a horrible mistake, until of course he discovered that
he could walk on water.
Plans showing the entrance passage from a street-front gate to
the front door when the space is drained and when it is full.
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Empty, the water garden reveals a bridge.
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Full, the water garden appears to be a deep pool of dark water.
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Terra Californius
Davis, California 1987

This project was submitted to a competition for themed gardens to
be built on the campus of the University of California at Davis, in
1987. Entitled Terra Californius (after the British legal fiction of
Australia as a terra nullius, “empty place”) this submission of an “Australian Garden” represents a double displacement and colonization.
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The garden is the size of a quarter-acre allotment, the most desirable parcel of land in Australian suburbia. Its surface is covered in a
literal copy of a map of a large area of remote Australia. Enclosing
the garden is a wooden fence typical of those in Australian suburbs.
In the center of the site, a sunken burned wooden room is marked
exactly by a suspended plumb bob. In the burned room is a pile
of salt and a stand of Xanthorrhoeas australis (“Black Boys”), a plant
synonymous with Australia’s ancient and strange landscapes. These
plants continue to elude botanists as to just how they survive in a
range of adverse conditions and how they seem to thrive on being
burned. Xanthorrhoea are a small wonder of natural history, whereas
the salination of Australia’s landscape is now a large cultural catastrophe.
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Geo-Semiotics
Paul Carter
The use of discursive signs is prominent in Room 4.1.3’s practice. Conventional symbols used in cartography, as well as the letters of different alphabets, may be sculpted into the ground surfaces of their proposed
gardens or parks. This device appears to treat the “ground” as a tabula rasa or white page–an odd, not to say
perverse, position in what purports to be a material practice.
An inscriptive process that draws a veil over the ground in order to write its own name appears to recapitulate the opening move of the colonizer. It draws another map–an impression reinforced when Room 4.1.3’s
characteristic manipulation of maps is taken into account. The entire range of geo-graphics–ground plans,
building profiles, geometrical figures–is transposed, overlaid, reoriented, and otherwise manipulated. The
outcome is a pattern incorporating an edited cross-ply of geo-graphically derived lines, axes, points of punctuation, and expression.
In late eighteenth-century picturesque theory, gardens were said to be structured like language, but the analogy was left implicit. Room 4.1.3, by contrast, spells it out. Their ground writing is not allowed to disguise
itself as artfully arranged seating or water: typography, longitude and latitude lines, contour lines, and,
indeed, the reproduction of sections of maps, make it clear. The ground invoked here is maps all the way down.
Room 4.1.3 makes clear what most landscape design refuses to admit. A library can be assembled demonstrating the ideological design of geography as it is exemplified in maps. The discourse of landscape design
is cognate with mapping. Yet landscape designers and their critics usually talk about something else. As if
the template of enclosing lines were incidental to their practice, they behave like painters, disposing masses,
adjusting textures and tones, arranging passages that guarantee the site’s narrative legibility. At this point
the negative critique of Room 4.1.3’s representation of its own practice of representation comes into positive
relief. The ground is not merely not given: in the art of garden-making, it is not even a consideration.
The significance of this is twofold. It lets back in “nature” or the wilderness. It materializes the line in a way
that restores its “character.” In fact, these two points are related. Landscape design discourse is picturesque
wherever the designers talk about what their design represents–as if, instead of drawing another map, they
were depicting a country. In this sense most contemporary design practice remains eighteenth century.
Linear geometry is passed off as a jigsaw of physical shapes: a pseudo-Venetian chiaroscuro is caged inside a
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scheme of Florentine lines. Representing this enclosure act, Room 4.1.3 frees things up. The violent wildness
of cultivation is disclosed.
The violence associated with cultivation goes back to the origins of Western city-making and gardening.
There appears to be an etymological justification for this. The Greek words for marketplace and wilderness,
and the Latin word for field, are all derived from a common root meaning to drive.1 A desire to hear the
orator drives the people to the agora. The hunter in the forest is the driver of animals. Finally, it is the
responsibility of the cowherd and the shepherd to drive the herds and flocks out to the fields. Driving has
two modalities. It drives people together: Canetti’s “hunting crowd” is also the Kristallnacht mob. It drives
people apart: the Dionysian procession through the streets of Thebes breaks up, and, as the crowd dissipates,
it grows unruly. A scapegoat is found, tracked down, and his throat cut.2 These drives have their technical
counterpart in the cutting instrument the architect and the landscape architect use. They are ground scorers.
Representational conventionalism has tamed their true significance. They are said to indicate edges. In fact,
they commemorate acts of wounding, bloodletting, and incipient erosion.
A landscape design without picturesque veil has (perhaps particularly in Berlin) a history of violation written
into it. The lines are not invisible. Nor are they merely intriguing folds and creases generally complicating
the measurement of distances. They are a writing of the instincts; they indicate a history of driving tracks. It
is the absence of this recognition that condemns most contemporary urban park and garden designs to death.
They are arcadias without their Pan. They are arcadias from which the signature of death has been expunged.
The danger of getting on the track of Pan is clear, but Jungian psychoanalyst James Hillman is prepared to
take the risk: “Respect for life is not enough, and even love puts Pan down, so that the citizen cannot be reeducated through ways which are familiar. These all start with Pan dead.” 3 Yet Pan’s world “includes masturbation, rape, panic, convulsions and nightmares.”4
Room 4.1.3’s cartographically derived markings materialize a violent attack on mapping itself. They are not
impositions on an innocent ground, but guerrilla raids on the spatial unconscious of imperial design, using
techniques of blinding, asphyxiation, and cruel exposure to dramatize the violence of a place-making whose
history is passed off as one of smooth (and soothing) progress. Swelling into materialized volumes, the
arcana of linguistic and cartographic signs shrug off their conventional significations. They become traces
of passage, plow marks, and aggressive ruptures. They are no longer even images, but aspire to negate their
impression of abiding presence. Thinking of the tracker whose quarry always lies out of sight, Emmanuel
Lévinas considers that the peculiarity of the trace “consists in signifying without making appear” 5 –a good
description of a Pan-inhabited garden.
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As thinking spaces, Room 4.1.3’s designs look beyond themselves. Repressive enclosures yield to layered
political disclosures. Their ability to indicate physically the traces of uneven power relations emerges ironically, from the modesty of the practice–from the point made before, that, instead of indulging in metaphysical descriptions of place, Room 4.1.3 presents a critical cartography. The overworked Borges fable retained
a ground nostalgia: the joke of a 1:1 map depended on assuming that maps aspired to the condition of
countries. But maps, if an admittedly dubious etymology can be believed, are essentially tablecloths, and the
ground they cover is off-the-ground.6 The flatness of maps embodies the same ideological bias evident in the
rhetoric of sitting at the “negotiating table,” so prevalent in First World-Last World negotiations. Like the
“level playing field,” always invoked in free trade discussions, it is a myth disguising a profoundly uneven and
violated historical ground. Then to carve into that napkin of diplomacy, to score it and shred it, should induce
panic.
Looking beyond the theatrical illusion, Room 4.1.3’s practice reestablishes the materiality of the sign. Writing replaces textuality; and the treatment of drawn marks–whether calligraphic flourishes, Greek letters,
or a dust-field of punctuation–is designed, I guess, to reveal their character. In the Garden of Australian
Dreams, the three-dimensionalized calligraphy of Australia is not only mirrored to the north. Implicitly it
is given another face. In my own practice a certain peripatetic charm is intended in the layout and scaling
of lettering: walking as treading.7 Room 4.1.3 operates differently, not peripatetic but Platonic in disposition–Socrates famously remarking that, in order to read the small print of an argument, it is best to print it
in large letters first–and preferably on a wall! I am persuaded by the argument that the character of a letter
(or other conventional sign) is derived not from its skhema but from its rhuthmos: “If skhema designates ‘a
fixed, realised form posited as an object’ (a stable form, therefore a figure of Gestalt), rhuthmos Š is ‘the form
at the moment it is taken by what is in movement, mobile, fluid, the form that has no organic consistency.’” 8
Room 4.1.3, in contrast, is attuned to the irony of legible scale as such. At what point (distance or location in
relation to the public space user) does writing become building, a path a calligram?
Materialized in built spaces, Room 4.1.3’s interest in the semiotics of maps meets W. J. T. Mitchell’s desideratum, that an adequate theory of representation must be able to represent the act of representation, in this
way not only interpreting but changing its environment.9 Here the field as cartographic palimpsest yields
to the necessity of creating a map of maps. Jacques Bertin observes that carto-graphics offer a monosemic
system (in which the meaning of the sign is preassigned by the legend). To employ it means that “all the participants come to agree on certain meanings expressed by certain signs, and agree to discuss them no further.” 10
In this case, it is necessary to make the legend polysemic again.
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Here another classical anecdote occurs to me. Two stories are told about the famous ancient Greek poet and
public sign-writer, Simonides. He devised four new letters for the Greek alphabet. He composed an inscription for the paintings of Polygnotos at Delphi and, when asked why, replied, “So that it might be conspicuous
that Polygnotos had painted them.” 11 I like to conflate these two stories: for how could text adequately represent image unless by inventing letters possessing form but no meaning? Upside-down, revolved, and mirrored
letters are similarly disoriented.
Just as in fragments of maps it is impossible to distinguish creeks from hachures and roads from lines of latitude, so with Room 4.1.3’s geo-semiotics. Focusing on the graphic arts used to represent the earth’s surface,
it underscores the need of further discussion. Maps are represented histories. The places they presume to
locate outside themselves are the offspring of their projections. Other maps might disclose other places, or,
better, dispensing with places altogether, lay the groundwork of something liker an ethics of tracking. In the
meantime, excavating Room 4.1.3’s designs establishes one principle: even if it is not maps all the way down,
it is maps far further down than most imagine.
1
2
3
4
5
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Textuality and Tattoos
Jacky Bowring
On the ancient plains of Nacsa in Peru, enormous enigmatic geoglyphs were etched onto the surface of the earth. Only
clearly visible from the air, the purpose of these signs and symbols is still uncertain, but the target audience appears to
have been deities or aliens, with the landscape providing some kind of earth-to-space billboard.
At The Leasowes, an eighteenth-century English picturesque garden, literary quotations and Shenstone’s poems were
inserted strategically into the landscape. On urns, seats, and plaques, these literary allusions appealed to the erudite
garden visitors and were like inlaid elements in the landscape.
And at the North Carolina Museum of Art in the 1990s the phrase “ PICTURE THIS” was writ large in the landscape. A
collaborative project between architects Henry Smith-Miller and Laurie Hawkinson, artist Barbara Kruger, and landscape
architect Nicholas Quennell, the huge lettering was used as structure for outdoor theaters, gardens, playgrounds, sculptural works.
Three events in the intertwined relationship between text and landscape. Three contrasting scales of
landscape texts. Three modes of engagement. Three diverse locations. Three audiences. Three textual
encounters–language and landscape are old bedfellows, and in the work of Room 4.1.3 they cavort together
everywhere from the evocative titles of projects, works on paper, projections on billboards, inlaid lettering, and colored concrete maps. Just as much part of this extensive legacy of mark making in the landscape,
Room 4.1.3’s works also manifest poststructuralism’s destabilizing of text and concern with issues of representation.
Language allows strategizing; it facilitates speculation and invention beyond the particularities of visual
expression. It demands that the reader/viewer participate, that they imagine. Room 4.1.3’s oeuvre consists
of both built works and speculative visions. These imagined projects with their interweaving of text and
image become imagetexts, those “synthetic and dialectical composites that together contain and produce
an array of striking and otherwise unpicturable images.” 1 The imagetexts contain arcs and axes of lettering
like some mystical diagrams, alchemist’s charts, occultist’s pentagrams. Laws and relationships are plotted,
lunar cycles, the formula for the Mandlebrot set, the lifecycle of a forest. Webs of words in the Bestiary and
the Herbal present compositions as concrete poetry. The prolific use of language in Room 4.1.3’s imagetexts
appears to evidence a concern with representation rather than abstraction. It seems to seek corroboration,
offers pseudo-certainty, perhaps reveals a fear of not being understood. But the texts move in and out of
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focus, deferring from being a container of meaning, defying a singular
interpretation. Language and landscape tease each other, dangling resolution then snatching it away. In Z 2 + C, the seemingly helpful text confounds by not referring to that very thing it defines–”nature.” The human
desire to resolve, decode, find closure, encourages the pursuit of these
frustrating, tantalizing relationships between text and landscape.
Nig Heke in Once Were Warriors,

Even more compelling is where the language leaves the page and arrives on New Zealand Film Commission.
ground, lettering the landscape. John Dixon Hunt refers to words in the
landscape as verbal “supplements,” “guid[ing] or even dictat[ing] how we experience sites.” 2 Text appears in a
number of Room 4.1.3’s landscapes, fulfilling a range of roles and becoming central to the experience of the
site. Like Nacsa, The Leasowes, and the North Carolina Museum of Art, the designs of Room 4.1.3 illustrate
three modes of engagement between language and landscape: as (structure), in (insertion), and on (surface).
Text masquerades as landscape structure in the Virtually Free Market’s computer booths based on the words
from Augustine’s description of the eviction from paradise. In the German Institute of Standards courtyard,
text is inserted into the landscape, like the literary allusions at The Leasowes, but is a destablized “nonsense” text that confounds as much as it elucidates. And as on the great plains of Peru, text is written onto
the surface of the Garden of Australian Dreams and imagined on the landscapes of Melbourne’s Docklands
Waterfront and the Berliner Zimmer (Berlin Room), among many other works. The nature of the words,
their embedded codes, their paradoxical elusiveness, and their presence as decorative surfaces represent a
rich nexus of representation, landscape, and meaning. Conceptualizing these landscapetexts as tattoos is presented as a means to explore the practice of writing on the landscape.
If the landscape is a body, as one of the most pervasive environmental metaphors would have us believe, then
to cover it with text is to tattoo it. For many, tattooing is an art form, a way of decorating the body to make
it appear more beautiful, like corporal wallpaper. A tattoo can also be a sign of identity. This might be the
voluntary decision to mark one’s body with an identifying word or symbol, such as Nig Heke’s gang-related
facial tattoo in Lee Tamahori’s film Once Were Warriors. Or the involuntary tattooing of numbers onto concentration camp prisoners by Germans in World War II. Related to identity are issues of ownership and intellectual property. Maori traditionally wore distinctive facial tattoos or ta moko, and the individuality of the
patterns became a way of “signing” legal documents during the early colonial contact period. The indigenous
New Zealanders would literally copy their facial tattoos onto documents as a way of making a unique mark
or signature. Contemporary concerns over intellectual property relate to the ownership of the marks and the
potential loss of their mana or prestige if they become commodities. Singer Robbie Williams’ Maori tattoo
on his upper arm illustrated the tensions bound up in cultural property. National M.P. Tony Ryall believed
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that Williams’ Maori tattoo was something that New Zealanders should be proud of, while on the other hand
Maori academic Dr. Pita Sharples sees it as an act of cultural appropriation–he says Williams has “my intellectual property on his shoulder.”
Tattoos can be a mark of rebellion, of making a statement, love across one hand and hate across the other.
They are culturally specific, a language of their own, and for some cultures tattooing is taboo. It is forbidden
by the Jewish faith, and early Christian Europeans followed the Old Testament command, “Ye shall not make
any cuttings in your flesh for the dead, nor print any marks upon you” (Leviticus 19:28).
They are also vehicles for meaning and can have narratives of their own. One of the most intriguing stories
about tattoos is Christopher Nolan’s film Memento, based on the short story Memento Mori by Jonathon Nolan.
In the story, Leonard Shelby suffers from a form of amnesia that denies him short-term memory. In order to
piece together a whodunit, he commits significant pieces of information to his body in the form of tattoos, an
extreme version of the note on the back of the hand.
The process of tattooing is painful, meaning that tattoos are often worn as a badge of courage and have connotations of virility and machismo. There is also pleasure in the pain and the act of tattooing is described by
many as compelling, with the feel of the needle becoming addictive. A less painful but also experiential form
of marking the body is the sensuous body calligraphy of Peter Greenaway’s film The Pillowbook. Both tattooing
and body calligraphy represent a fetishizing of the body which is realized through the process of writing.
The textual works of Room 4.1.3 echo the practice of tattooing. The Garden of Australian Dreams is particularly analogous to a tattooed body. The smooth concrete surface is undeniably skinlike. The markings
on the surface are in recognizable symbolic languages, including both text and other identifiable icons, such
as the dotted white line of a road. The interpretation that the surface markings are for decorative purposes
introduces one of the great debates in design–the role of ornamentation. In his seminal essay “Ornament and
Crime” (1908), Adolf Loos used the analogy of tattoo to decry decoration in architecture. His statement that
“the modern man who tattoos himself is either a criminal or a degenerate” expresses his belief that ornament
is aesthetically unpure and debased.3 This separation of ornament and function has been challenged by recent
architectural theorists who present such a division as meaningless. In the context of a garden, the senselessness of the split is amplified–what is the “function” of the garden, and what is left if we take away the “ornament,” remove its tattoos?
The garden’s tattoos are powerful statements of identity. Just as emphatic as the gang member with Mongrel
Mob tattooed across his face, the garden’s markings make connections with cultures and subcultures. The
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references to locations, the multiple translations of the word home, the Edmund Barton signature, the red
X, the “Australian” text, are all declaring identity. Just as the Maori moko was a form of signing, these contemporary landscape tattoos are decorations with significant cultural specificity, and they beg questions of
intellectual ownership and cultural authority and authorship. The architectural setting of the Garden of Australian Dreams demonstrates the tension between a dissolution of any sense of authorship and the assertion
of intellectual property rights. National Museum of Australia architects Ashton Raggatt McDougall incorporated a range of distinctive architectural quotations, with the most contested being the echo of Daniel
Libeskind’s Jewish Museum in Berlin as the Gallery of First Australians.
The process of using contextual texts to assemble a version of reality is also part of the scheme for the
Berlin Room. Fragments of stories of the lives and deaths of the Potsdamer Platz appear to float in the water
garden, pieces of information tattooed over the surface. The agrden and the Berlin Room are sites that operate as cultural aides-mémoire, like Leonard Shelby’s need to constantly remind himself of the facts (which he
constructed as he went), the markings are an attempt to avert cultural amnesia.
The process of marking has some implications for the “body” that bears them. This bearing of identity can be
seen as a painful process–the sharp needle commits the words permanently to the skin of the site. Perhaps it
is seen as a compelling act, a rite of passage for a nation celebrating its centenary of federation–a tattoo for
its twenty-first birthday. Or the act of marking can be seen as more sensual, caressing, as in the projected
images at Spreebogen, or in Room 4.1.3 collaborator Paul Carter’s notion of tracings in Centennial Park Federation Garden, where the paths would be “written” with “calligraphic abandon.” The relationship between
text and body is critical: is the landscape “body” a macho character with a tattooed anchor, or the prevailing
ideal of a female landscape, its surface caressed by the calligrapher’s brush?
As part of the extensive legacy of language and landscape, this investigation of Room 4.1.3’s work offers the
metaphor of the tattoo as a fusion of the prevailing metaphors of landscape-as-text and landscape-as-body.
It is a particularly fitting analogy for a body of work that seems more concerned with surface/text/meaning
than space/form/light. Through conceptualizing design in this way, multifarious dimensions are excavated,
revealing the work as mnemonic, iconic, rebellious, macho, sensuous, and, last but definitely not least, ornamental.
1
2
3
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Room 4.1.3 and Australian Landscape Architecture
Julian Raxworthy
The search for an “Australian” landscape design sensibility is one that has permeated the development of landscape architecture in Australia.1 During the late 1970s and early 1980s, when this quest for an embodiment
of identity was at its peak, environmentalism was becoming a central mainstream concern. In the lead-up
to and immediate wake of the proposed Franklin Dam (a conservation battle over the damming of one of
Tasmania’s “wild rivers”), the populace was engaged in a collective exercise in aesthetic imagining about the
nature of their homeland.
This battle of signification was manifest in television at the time and was dominated by mini-series, such as
“The Timeless Land.” Such programs concentrated on colonial disjunctions between: English manners and
impoverished criminals; between a Sublime landscape and one of extreme survival. Peter Dombrovskis’
saturated transparencies of immaculate “messy” bush scenes entrenched a “sense” of the landscape, where
the “real” qualities of the landscape became purely notional.2 Wild landscapes were seen as truth and beauty
incarnate, self-evidently beyond question. If it was there originally, it should be there now. Australian landscape architecture, like Australian painting eighty years prior, had found its ultimate model. Not only was
the “bush” true and beautiful, it was ecological, and so landscape architects busied themselves manufacturing
copies.
The doyens of this landscape aesthetic in Australia are Harry Howard3 and Bruce Mackenzie.4 Mackenzie’s
seminal work is perhaps Long Nose Point Park in Sydney.5 Howard’s most renowned project is the Sculpture
Garden at the National Gallery of Australia in Canberra,6 and it is fitting that twenty years later Room 4.1.3
would come to place their very different rendition of Australian identity on precisely the opposite side of the
lake. Serious revegetation sites aside, of all the acres planted out with “indigenous bush” in the name of Australian landscape design, very little remains in any convincing form.
The next decade, pivoting around Australia’s Bicentennial Celebrations in 1988, saw poor-quality mimicry
of colonial period motifs, inevitably rendered in Sky blues and red brick.7 This turn to culture instead of
nature turned out to be at least as bereft as the commitment to the “indigenous” in terms of articulation, as
the generic nature of these details became apparent. After all, Australia was just another penal colony, and
correspondingly our formal elaborations comprised Victorian mail-order catalogue Whig mass productions.
The 1990s saw any singular image of Australian identity abandoned, and a tentative, then gushing appropriation of international typological treatments ensued. In conceiving of and then selling their work, designers
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cited the “fine tastes” of Bernard Huet’s Champs-Elysées, in Paris and picked whatever was at hand from the
general, comprehensive redevelopment of Barcelona in the led up to the Olympics of 1992. This was manifest in a resurgence in “good taste” in urban design, in the form of Modernist proportion and detailing8 with
occasional wacky “liberated” postmodern moments.9
Apart from this generally gullible form of appropriation of the international, during the 1990s disgruntled
practitioners and students increasingly turned to the enigma of cultural studies, according to which landscape was always a relative cultural construction. Under the aegis of theory everyone could appear scholarly
while remaining polemical and even engage in aesthetic debate without ever having to actually draw or build
anything.
As indigenous Australians brought pressure to bear on anyone that laid claim to the “bush,” so too postcolonial scholarship focused deconstructive strategies on landscape structures and surfaces. Alternative histories,
the quintessence of which is Paul Carter’s Road to Botany Bay, established a range of processes of drawing on
very personal and subjective connections to the qualities of the landscape.10 The Manning Clarke generation
of historians could not help find it interesting and relevant, although it gave them a headache.11 Now, as befits
contemporary multicultural Australia, the influence of the 1990s has resulted in the agreement to disagree
that there is no inherent truth to either what the landscape is or what it means to be “Australian.”
Rhetoric and Representation

Against this background, Room 4.1.3 emerges with a set of design methods for dealing with multivalent,
subjective interpretation. These methods, notably reminiscent of those of Daniel Libeskind, immediately
position the practice’s work within the ubiquitous international designer super-series, whilst at the same
time often engaging these methods as containers for Australian content. In Room 4.1.3, however, there is
none of the paranoia about the local, which flows through other Australian practices. Vladimir Sitta and
Richard Weller have always oscillated between old international design centers and the antipodean periphery
as a matter of freedom and opportunity, following carefully selected projects wherever they might lead.
Both are less “landscape architects” than “landscapes”: travelers in Italo Calvino’s “Invisible Cities,” with the
same naivety, wonderment, and, at times, an almost embarrassing romanticism. Room 4.1.3 is also arrogant
enough to assume that the world is interested in hearing about their travels.
Plotting the global network of Room 4.1.3’s practice is an interesting and telling statement on creative practice in Australia. Less a practice than an escape act, Room 4.1.3 is a flexible collaboration. Sitta and Weller
are more like the Eureka Stockade12 than anything else: fortifying themselves against the institution that is
capitalist landscape architectural practice while clearly benefiting from the boundless condition that late
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capitalism makes possible. They are unified through their abhorrence of what passes for “landscape” architecture in this country and a similar belief in the transformative, analogous, and deeply poetic nature of the
“landscape.” 13
Sitta’s drawings combine aspects of the horticultural domestic garden with almost mystical senses of environments, drawing upon the historic/mythological associations that gardens have always had in their purest
sense. Each drawing seems to relish the surrealism of this conjunction, and one has to pity the plants. For
Sitta the garden seems a set of cabbalistic symbols that are presented with the same level of solemnity as
one would turn over a Tarot card. Add to this a stinging wit and cross the whole equation with political
caricature, and one begins to appreciate the complexity of these images. Although Weller’s work is more
concerned with language and less sensual and intuitive than Sitta’s, the value given to the representational is
similar.
In many of Weller’s drawings geometry exists more as ancient markings and runic rulings than as actual
formal or geographic notation. The map is more important than the land it describes.14 Through simulated
relationships, a dense patina of line work emerges that offers countless formal abominations to choose from,
each unique. The truth of the work lies in the quality of that which is appropriated and brought to bear on
this automatist’s composition, not its final outcome. It has been brought to bear but does not necessarily
speak, and this is the conundrum of design generation, generally, the difference between data and information. This is perhaps the most solid critique one could provide of Room 4.1.3’s recent Australian work, and
such a discussion would be more significant because Room 4.1.3 relies heavily on rhetoric to bring forth
these buried meanings.15
It is also rhetoric that is welcomed by the international architectural design community, which demands
abstract material rather than physical places to make its judgments of significance.16 That said, the stuff is
interesting, and perhaps there are not many built works from Room 4.1.3 because the world cannot accommodate icons of this degree of signification. Room 4.1.3’s challenge remains: how to work outside the art
market?
The Garden of Australian Dreams

The Garden of Australian Dreams is the culmination of Room 4.1.3’s local interests and a dramatic and
timely shift from the hypothetical to the real. It also represents a moment of change for Australian landscape
architecture. This project treats a design exercise as a laboratory for the testing of unbuilt theories developed collectively over twenty years. Much of it works and some of it does not, but it is valiant. In an almost
scholarly manner, it puts out all the methods and possibilities that Room 4.1.3 has hypothesized and looks to
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have the result evaluated. That all discussion has been oblique about this project has frustrated Room 4.1.3.17
The work is a formal outcome and deserves a formal critique, except even Clement Greenberg would be hard
pressed to do so.18 The project lies shrouded in intentions and discussion that makes form almost invisible.
The plethora of methods is easily navigated, though its actual content remains a sublime density of information, almost unintelligible, except to people with an interest in contemporary design, composed as it is of
familiar “postmodern” operations: layering, collage, superimposition, blurring, scaling, tracing, and at every
stage abstracting. Each operation relies on the interaction of graphic information where moments of frisson
and tension appear between those things appropriated then made adjacent, and these are then utilized as
found objects for material application. The work gains meaning through the selection of their material for
transformation, which is why they are so representational–the material is only ever that: always graphic and
inherently formal. Or is it? This is the single most important formal test the project undertakes, the site as
a laboratory. The quality of design generation lies as always in their rendition–when it becomes a matter of
taste, the artful articulation of the graphic into detail and materiality.
But this information is presented in a field condition, not a recognizable narrative structure of the landscape
such as the articulated view of a choreographed path, the appreciable storytelling structure giving landscape
languages understood through the Picturesque English landscape garden.19 This is a language understood by
the public, as it has provided the basis for the common municipal park and its recreational, perambulatory
program. In contrast, the “field condition” of the Garden of Australian Dreams allows open movement which
translates into open interpretation.20
The topographical surface with collaged maps on which flexible movement is possible is the most significant test in the project for this compositional method. With the Garden of Reversible Destiny in Japan (an
acknowledged precedent), the Garden of Australian Dreams represents a major exercise in real, nonmodular
surface manipulation, an interesting exploration of the field as a landscape form, somewhere between the
openness of the plaza and the complete manipulation of the Picturesque.
The surface is concrete and gently undulates, although to a significant height at one point, across which text
and markings flow. These notations allow an interesting registration of the actual form of the topography;
however, their rendition ends up more like line markings in primary school, or possibly a weird 1970s
external geography lesson. The sense of flexibility of movement is significant and quite disturbing; however,
the text is quite irrelevant to this. So, did the text generate the topography, and, if so, how important is the
map afterward? This would be a central issue to effective evaluation of the technique, however no specific
moments of text-topography were immediately apparent. Certain moments of rendering of the map gain an
independent worth as they are detailed beautifully, such as checker plate grid intersections.
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While none of the stories implied through the relative texts and geometries is clearly appreciative, there
are moments of peculiarly Australian spatiality. Moving from the highest part of the mapped topography of
the garden across to the signature of Australia in the pond with the felled tree, enclosed by a wall, remains
an experience of no other sort in a designed project in Australia, although it could be said to be operating
more in a Japanese manner, reminiscent of the compositional methods and experiential modes of the Zen
garden. This configuration though becomes reminiscent to me of a canyon in the Blue Mountains, outside of
Sydney,21 in which a tree has fallen, although obviously and pleasingly artificial. The tree provides a reality of
scale that allows appreciation of the density of the space.
Landscape architecture is about a comprehensiveness of consideration, which ranges across all scales of experience and perception from the showy to the invisible. The landscape never stops, so nor should landscape
architecture, but at the National Museum all the eggs are in one basket. No doubt a result of the designer’s
budgetary strategy, this leaves an impoverished site plan for a premier institution. Indeed, one enters through
a long dull car park, and even if this is a joke, no one’s laughing.
Beyond the spatial dynamic described above, the Australian-ness of the project seems undoubtably rhetorical,
with the exception of the snapped ribbon axis to Black Mountain and presumably Ulurubeyond.22 This one
moment recalls beautifully the nature of Australia: a vast distance and mass that is more vivid from a distance
than close to, when colors and forms merge to produce a particular gummy grayness. That this gesture is so
strong is a testament to those aspects of landscape architecture that could be retained through avant-garde
rebellion: precise siting and the facilitation of further relationships, bringing the rest of the physical world to
bear.
Beyond the other numerous method-flexing moments of the project, which stand as valid experiments of
ideas that have arisen from design studios for the last twenty years, the project’s greatness and Australianness
arises from the fact that it happened, and it happened now. The project firmly breaks the Australian mold
of the invisible landscape that has become so recognizable to be nonexistent. It posits that the landscape is a
significant medium of cultural expression, quite apart from its utilitarian importance. It also recognizes that
the landscape is not silent, but is an active interpretive mechanism for dealing with meaning, so tied to the
landscape of this country already. Australian landscape architecture will not be the same again, thank God.
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Called by Weller “The Great Debate,” the discussion on what was an appropriate design aesthetic for landscape projects is reflected in the first ten
years of the magazine Landscape Australia, the official magazine of the Australian Institute of Landscape Architects. Citations from Landscape Australia
will be used throughout this essay to reflect the direction of mainstream landscape architecture in contrast to which Room 4.1.3 have practiced.
Peter Dombrovskis photographed Tasmanian wilderness extensively until his death in 1996, producing numerous diaries and calendars for the Australian Conservation Society In his obituary for Dombrovskis, Tasmanian M.P. Bob Brown discusses the role of one photograph, in particular, of the
Rock Island Bend in the Franklin River, that was reproduced a million times, in relation to a quote from William Blake that Dombrovskis was fond
of: “The tree which moves some to tears of joy is in the eyes of others only a green thing which stands in the way.” Bob Brown, “Quiet Recorder of
the Landscape,” Habitat Australia 24, no. 3 (June 1996), pp. 26–27.
Harry Howard passed away on September 9, 2000.
Citing himself in an article in 1985 (Bruce Mackenzie, “Artstry, Relevance and the Landscape Architect,” Landscape Australia no. 4, [1985], p. 311)
from 1966, Bruce Mackenzie notes “a unique opportunity exists for achieving a cohesive and powerful theme for landscape design throughout this
country by realising and promoting the potential of the indigenous environment.”
Described and discussed by Bruce Mackenzie, “Alternative Parkland,” Landscape Australia no. 1 (1979), pp. 19–27.
This project is described upon its design by Harry Howard in “Landscaping of the High Court of Australia and the Australian National Gallery–The
Sculpture Gardens,” Landscape Australia no. 3 (1982), pp. 208-215. In his obituary for Howard, James Weirick describes this project as “one of the
great works of the imagination in Australia” (James Weirick, “Obituary: Harry Howard,” Landscape Australia, 22, no. 4 [2000], p. 343).
Perhaps the clearest example of work from this period is Sydney’s Bicentennial Park. Public Works Department of New South Wales, “Bicentennial
Park, Sydney,” Landscape Australia no. 2 (1990), pp. 173–183.
Canberra, then Harvard, graduate Garth Paterson, with Anne T. Pettus, and their firm Paterson + Pettus, developed a range of projects that notably
engaged with American “postmodern” landscape architecture, in the manner of Martha Schwartz and Peter Walker, notably their Box Hill TAFE
project (Erica Muetzelfeldt, “At a Glance,” KERB, 5 [1998], pp. 80–82).
This form of treatment was probably pioneered, and then stylized, by Denton Corker Marshall, a Melbourne-based architecture practice that has
been responsible for many of the larger civic architecture and landscape projects undertaken in Australia during the last ten years. An example of
this approach is Sydney’s Pyrmont Point Park (Adam Hunter, “Making a Point: Pyrmont Point Park and Giba Park, Sydney,” Landscape Australia, no.
3 [1997], pp. 244–249).
Paul Carter, The Road to Botany Bay (London: Faber & Faber, 1987).
Manning Clarke was a pivotal Australian historian who, in his four-volume History of Australia (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1962),
used a chronological approach that emphasized facts at the expense of interpretation, and in doing so, for example, glossed over the existence of
indigenous Aboriginal culture prior to white invasion.
The Eureka Stockade is an important incidence of civil disobedience on the Goldfields of Victoria in the 1860s, which, like Ned Kelly, the Bushranger, emphasizes the fundamental respect given by the Australian public to individuals who resist authority on the basis of principle.
It is interesting to note the similarity of this interest to that of Mackenzie, differentiated, however, by the embracing of contradiction by Room
4.1.3, in contrast to the passivity of the Bush School.
This interest in the interpretive relationship that representation has with cultural constructions of place is one that links Weller to Paul Carter, as
well as landscape theorist James Corner.
This is best typified by Weller’s own discussion of the Garden of Australian Dreams, which concerns not the physical space of the design, but rather
the source of the layers that are appropriated to create it.
One has only to look at numerous Architectural Design titles to see the fascination that architectural publishing has had with design process rather
than constructed form.
The published work about the landscape aspects of the project has to date concentrated on the nature of its location, in the context of Griffin &
Mahoney’s Canberra work, and where form is discussed, it is as “a vortex of madness so horrible that it is wonderful” (James Weirick, “Landscape
and Politics: The Museum and Its Site,” Architectural Review 75 [March 2001], p. 63).
Referring here to Greenberg’s call for purely formal critiques of works of art, devoid from the automatic substantiation provided by art history.
The choreography and characterization of landscape form to ensure the imparting of meaning is one discussed well in relation to theories of association and the picturesque by Edward Harwood, “Personal Identity and the Eighteenth Century Landscape Garden,” Journal of Gden History 13, nos.
1-2 (1993).
Notably articulated in the landmark essay by Rosalind Kraus, “Sculpture in the Expanded Field,” from H. Foster, ed., The Anti-Aesthetic: Essays on
Postmodern Culture (Seattle: Bay Press, 1983).
The Blue Mountains is a long sandstone massif that stopped early settlers from colonizing the inland of Australia, now preserved as national parks.
Uluru, previously Ayers Rock, is the enigmatic rock massif in the center of Australia, outside Alice Springs, in the Northern Territory.
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Peter Connolly
Never underestimate the importance of compelling imagery.
–Michael Sorkin

Broad dissemination of the design work of Room 4.1.3 raises the stakes in landscape architecture. This essay,
however, argues that the presentation of design in such a publication champions a problematic international
style of landscape architecture design. This style has become, without any discussion, a design approach with
its own language, attitude, and even tradition.1 The chief characteristics seem to be crudely borrowed from
architecture, the most obvious being the presumption that landscape design difference is produced almost
wholly within the space of representation itself: and if not wholly, then what preceded representation is
very often simply not affirmed. Hence I term this approach the “architectural” approach to landscape architectural design. Such work often appears graphically and formally forceful, yet tends to be highly uncritical
and passive. The results commonly seem restricted to the scenographic and have distinct tendencies to deny
what is particular about landscape architectural design.2 The scenographic in this sense is, however, not just
restricted to the scene or the visual, but denotes a whole Western cultural way of understanding, thinking,
and acting. “It” tends to see the world as a collection of separable objects in a neutral space.
While locating the recent built work of Room 4.1.3 within this admittedly nebulous international category
of scenographic production, this essay shields its eyes from the glare in order to see beneath the surface and
uncover what is meant by the significant claim that Room 4.1.3 is a “critical” practice.3 The importance of
this critical ambition probably equals the general landscape architectural vagueness about what a critical
practice might be. Past attempts at a theory of criticality have agreed that it involves a superior form of practice, some authority.4 Such authors agreed most practice was not “critical.” It just so happens that there is a
precise theoretical model of criticality associated with the recent built work of Room 4.1.3.
Using this theory as a convenient departure point, this essay presents an alternative notion of what a critical
landscape architectural practice might look like. This is followed by an attempt to show how the theory and
presentation of the recent work of Room 4.1.3, in particular the National Museum of Australia, does not capture the propensities of their practice. This provides an opportunity to present an alternative account of what
Room 4.1.3 actually does, why it may be critical and, as suggested, “antipodean.”
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Room 4.1.3’s Theory of a Critical Practice: Simulacra

Amy Thorpe’s reading of the architects Ashton Raggatt McDougall’s (ARM) 5 “extension” into landscape provides such an entry point.6 Thorpe effectively presents the work of Room 4.1.3 as an extension of the ideas
of ARM. An accompanying account by Richard Weller varies little from Thorpe’s account. Thorpe considers
that the “architectural strategies of appropriation previously developed by ARM are now extended into
landscape.” She says that ARM have for some time set about an examination of an object’s relationship to an
original “as a means to develop a more critical practice.”
Thorpe cites Gilles Deleuze and Jean Baudrillard’s notion of the simulacrum, which they borrow from
Plato.7 For Plato the copy is superior to the simulacrum, as it resembles the “idea,” an “idea” being the kind
of ideal essence of any particular thing, such as a table or “justice.” The copy resembles this essence, whereas
the simulacrum underhandedly does not. The inauthentic simulacrum, in contrast to the copy, exists independently of the “idea.” ARM articulate an interest in exploring affects related to the difference between the
copy and the original.8 Thorpe says that “images have for some time been ‘borrowed’ to inflect upon them
some new meaning”; “to provide a critique of both standard modes of representation and the objects they
represent.” The simulacrum is a copy without an original, an effect without a cause. Baudrillard terms the
condition of the simulacrum the “Hyperreal,” a kind of weightless exchange of images or signifiers.
Baudrillard’s notion of the simulacrum has been especially popular in architecture. His idea of a simulacrum
ambiguously asserts a commonly assumed reference and takes it away at the same time. Polemically associated are the attendant postmodern paradoxes of how to act if we do not seem to have any secure referents.
The ARM/Room 4.1.3 collaboration seem to creatively rerun this “eighties” theoretical ambiguity, with
localized variation. ARM is quoted as exploring the “illegitimacy” of sampling originals in a manner “where
the antipodes could be turned against the centres . . . we are the rude bits, the bits that bite back.” It is the
rude manner with which ARM (and Room 4.1.3) borrows that is said to be antipodean. To explore this “illegitimacy,” ARM is presented as appealing to the legitimacy of the theory of Deleuze and Baudrillard.
Thorpe presents Room 4.1.3 as championing simulacra yet interested in the potential of appropriation for
“sociopolitical discourse outside mere “design issues.” ARM appropriates from the architectural canon.
Room 4.1.3, with a “social conscience,” is said to recycle clichés, instead. The increasing detachment of the
reference means that “meaning and association become easier to attach.” “No-one has the final say.” Hence
such work is presented as resonating with the legitimacy of being “democratic.” Despite affirmation of a sort
of freedom and democracy of the “Hyperreal,” Thorpe-ARM-Room 4.1.3 cannot, like Baudrillard, do without the original for legitimacy.
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Following others, the author would like to suggest that the notion of the Hyperreal may be useful in understanding the functioning of mass media and image and text, however, landscape architectural design is not
merely about the appropriation of a set of interacting images or signifiers in some image-ether.9 This is also
not what Room 4.1.3 practices. To proceed we need a stronger notion of simulacra and authority.
A More Useful Variant: Deleuzian Simulacra

As opposed to the Baudrillardian notion of the simulacrum I would like, for this purpose, to consider the
Deleuzian version. Thorpe assumes them the same. They are instead radically opposed. Where in Baudrillard there is a rigid distinction between original and copy, actual and virtual, Deleuze argues that the real
is always actual-virtual. Simulacra are simultaneously actual and virtual. What is scenographically actual,
obvious, present, and visible is only so because of what is virtual–the interaction of “invisible” forces and
relationships. Such forces and relationships are connected and connective. They are only force-ful because of
the connections.10 “The (Baudrillardian) idea of copy presupposes some original model and Western thought
has been dominated by the figure of the copy: the idea that there are originals that can be used to measure
and judge claimants.” 11 Authority via originals. The Baudrillardian idea that all we have are mere representations or constructions of the world seems to suggest some real world that is lost or unavailable. The simulacrum is not, for Deleuze, “the loss or abandonment of the real; it is the real.” 12 Connections replace origins,
but these connections are certainly not limited to the Hyperreal play of images. This suggests a very different
notion of a landscape than that suggested by Baudrillard.
ARM/Room 4.1.3 seek a difference found in the affects of variations through repetition, and/or through the
liberating affects of the Hyperreal.13 Both involve difference through variation on what is repeated, repetition
being, in this sense, repetition of the “same,” of something that has been. This is the commonly understood
notion of the relationship between repetition and difference. Anything beyond this exclusive relation between original and copy or between copies themselves is ignored.
However, repetition in the Deleuzian sense does not work in this commonly understood way. Origins are
replaced by connections. Simulacra are connections of differences. According to Deleuze, repetition only
occurs because of differences. Repetition occurs because of the interaction of differences.14 Such repetition is
an “act of God,” a “miracle” according to Deleuze. Such “miracles” are simply a normal part of life and tend
to be obscured by common sense, “natural vision” and practice. Simulacra just do this. The world just does
this. Space and time are “not homogeneous, composed of separated objects in a neutral field, or pure chaos.15
Instead, space and time are “repetitive milieu.” Landscape is a repetitive milieu.16 This notion of landscape is
radically different from a scenographic field, whether it is involving the movement of signifiers or not. The
Universe or Nature is, as recent scientists attest, “self-organizing.”
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As true repetition is the product of the interaction of forces and relations, it is therefore not about
resemblance to some original. Resemblance, as that which is the obvious scenographic aspect of repetition,
is a by-product of this repetition. True repetition, as this interaction, involves an affect. This is the source
of the “new.” This affect is also simultaneously a signal of the interaction of forces and relations and allows
exploration of these forces and relations. This affect may then be intensified through such “learning.” Hence
repetition is produced by difference as well as being an entry point to exploring difference and the new. This
repetition, as an act of God, is the source of criticality. Previous theorists have suggested all sorts of criteria
for criticality. However, criteria are very secondary. The world instead itself provides the critical device–an
authority of the world. The obviousness of this equals the obscurity of it. A repetition that is “discovered”
is like an entry point, to be followed, and developed upon–a regulating moment in the discovery of what
produces such newness–and this discovery opens up connections to other affects and newness, just because
it does. This affect provides a way to move beyond the scenic and the scenographic. To consider what this
specifically means for landscape architecture will also require considering the unique function that representation plays in landscape architecture, which will returns us to the problematic model of much international
work circulated through publication to the global landscape design community.
Representation

To employ a useful fiction, in terms of representation, landscape architectural design is made up of two types
of design, the “landscape architectural” and the “architectural.” Both are “proper” to landscape architecture,
and they always connive together in various mixtures of the two. Various found conditions and practices
privilege one more than the other. The “landscape architectural” approach involves the transformation of
representational material which has been appropriated in relation to the found differences of the landscape.
In contrast, the “architectural” approach to landscape design does not involve an appropriation of something, in relation to the differences of landscape, which exists prior to representation. This “architectural”
approach occurs when what that which is transformed is of a material constructed wholly within the space of
representation. The “landscape architectural” approach involves a much more radical notion of appropriation
than that conceived of by Baudrillard et al. However, this form of appropriation is strangely unaffirmed in
landscape architecture. The “architectural” is central to the productivity of landscape architecture, yet the
“architectural” has strong tendencies to deny found difference.17
The National Museum of Australia seems an exemplar of this “architectural” approach. It is presented as
wholly to have been constructed within the space of representation, with little regard for “found differences.” From the draft version of this publication, it can be seen that as the project progressed the garden
became increasingly isolated from the surrounding landscape. The landscape was taken inside, into another
condition. The rest of the site–bar the Uluru Line, which is presented more or less as a separable object with
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only a visual relation to a nonaxis–became strongly deemphasized. Was this a fear of the sublimely unrepresentable and difficult difference of nature and the world in preference to the safety, security, and familiarity
of the “architectural” ? Once fixed in the sanctity of an architectural container, landscape sets about familiar
fabrications indulging only an “architectural” freedom–an “architectural” dreaming where graphic and/or
borrowed difference seems privileged over found difference. The resultant “text” consists of suggestive discussion of prominent antipodean themes in cliché form. The interlacing of the ideas is also homologous to the
interlacing of the forms. Exclusive of everything else, the attention of the presentation is almost exclusively
on the relationship between form and “meaning,” image and text, and the resonance between the two.
The Baudrillardian theory of simulacra promotes and supports this exclusivity. However, this is relatively
easy to point out. The “architectural” is problematic for more than not appropriating found difference. It is
problematic because the “architectural” puts its own intense “spin” on the general uncriticality of landscape
architecture. To put it simply, the “architectural” borrows much from architecture, yet almost universally
fails to borrow something useful from the corresponding critical practices of architecture.18
Repetition

It is only recently19 that architecture has developed critical practices that allow an exploration of the
intertwining of the actual with the virtual, the relation between what you see and what invisible forces
and relations are inseparable from it. Such practices involve architectural repetitions, architectural “acts of
God,” chiefly explored through the practices of typology. The affectual dimension and consequences of any
act can be referenced through the affectual nature of typology to the world. Landscape architecture has had
little disciplined practice of such a critical device.20 So, what if we consider, speculatively, some of the more
architecturally related “landscape” repetitions that may be relevant to the museum project, which could be
identified in the following questions. How to connect into the demands of a national capital car-tourist day?
Should I go here or there? What makes a photo opportunity? What scale of space and regime of detailing
make it generously “public” (and on budget or not)? What amount of stretching of space is needed to encourage a participant to enter and when do you stop stretching? Is the garden the ultimate experience of the
museum or inconsequential? What type of orientation and “reading” has the museum-machine set up that the
garden may reorient?
Any of these connect to the others and to wider “assemblages” (as Deleuze says) and any of them may be
“botched.” Such typological questions are decision-machines of this repetitive milieu. The difference of the
milieu, “architectural” difference, is inseparable from and radically different from “landscape architectural”
difference. “Landscape architectural” found difference involves connections of multiple other realms of repetition and difference with a bias to orders and disorders outside that constructed in representational space.
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It could be said with confidence that landscape architectural critical practices are loose and haphazard at best.
Strong intuition, clever decision making, and inspired design acts are always connected with repetition, yet
these will remain unaffirmed and isolated without disciplined practices. Landscape architecture most definitely has not developed critical practices related to found difference. What would such critical practices be
like?
Landscape Architectural Criticality

To answer this we could consider the following question: If it can be accepted that representation functions
radically differently in landscape architectural design, how should it function if the medium is a repetitive
milieu? This double radicality is, it is suggested, the predominant condition of landscape architectural
practice. What happens when these two unaffirmed but very landscape architectural particularities are
brought together? What tasks would be involved?
To begin with, it could be said that appropriation from the found differences of a landscape would be an
appropriation guided by repetition-difference, by affects,21 discovered “in” the landscape. This is more than
doubly radical, but as yet it is not whole enough. What would a fully critical landscape practice involve,
which critical appropriation is part of? To answer this it should first be acknowledged that there has been
some general theorizing about landscape criticality.22 Beth Meyer identified that a landscape is inseparable
from a “situation” it is part of and that this “situation” is central to criticality. A “situation” is, after Deleuze,
of the order of an “event,” involving an interplay of differences repetitively.23 A situation is not a form with
qualities; it instead demands a response, according to James Corner.24 To this it would be added that the
situation is engaged in many ways: through a “hunch”; in interpretation, judgment, or speculation; in the
imaginative leap; through the emergence of a problem; through a proposition; through acts of appropriation;
through engaging in typology and “events”; and through design acts themselves. These are repetitive acts,
involving repetitive moments. Such design acts also involve a “propositional moment,” which Deleuze terms
the “possible.” It is when the development of the possible develops upon the virtual simultaneously that the
“new” results. Without an exploration of the virtual the exploration of the “possible” will collapse, as it tends
to in the “architectural,” into the “actual or scenographic,” the look of the new.
In concrete practice it is the connection between any act and the repetitive that makes sense of any act,
makes it resonate, gives it force. It is the resonance between these that nurtures them all and the whole of
design. The repetitive involves an affect that makes instant connections across different dimensions, concrete
and abstract. The fascination of the scenographic obscures the affectual, “intuitive,” and connective nature of
repetition. Without a “disciplined practice,” design and intuition only have a haphazard relation to the world.
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Cowboy Criticality

However, disciplined practices occur only through actual practices, and the actual practices of Room 4.1.3
seem to exceed the theories and tendencies of the “architectural” presentation. This excess reflects what
could be called a type of “cowboy critical” that occurs through a unique intensity and style of design development–involving conceptual brainstorming, parallel formal and graphic development, an inseparable wider
art of practice, and, in the case of the National Museum, a productive alignment with ARM. This involves a
discipline where the intensity and endless creativity of it seem to transcend some of the common deficiencies
of the haphazard and the volunteered theory. The haphazard starts to hum through intensity.
In terms of simulacra it might be fair to say that the Baudrillardian notion of simulacra misses entirely the
value of Room 4.1.3’s work. Deleuze’s notion of the “artificial” would be more apt. “The artificial is always a
copy of a copy, which should be pushed to the point where it changes its nature and is reversed into the simulacrum.” 25 The garden surface seems to achieve, to use Weller’s words, a kind of “uncanny virtual reality.”
Using copies of supposed clichés, Room 4.1.3 seems to have built the affect of the image, thus achieving a
foreignness that is little about clichés. Almost unmentioned is that this seems achieved through connecting
to other connections already made, already “appropriated,” largely “through” the architecture, including the
choice of the detached interior condition of the Garden of Australian Dreams, which turns its back on the
“attraction” of the lake outside.
This detachment is central to the rigorous construction of a faux-Hyperreal condition. This is a kind of
space abstracted from the world, thus connecting with more abstracted aspects of the world, including inseparably, the image-world. The lowness of the surrounding buildings and sharp horizon line blocking out the
middle and distant landscape thus connect the unusually expansive and open ground plane to the vast sky.
This openness is accentuated by the lack of the normal microclimatic and vegetal comfort of a courtyard.
The scale of the map space and the up-buckling of the ground plane intensify the body-sky and scenic relation
to the ground plane further, and the sun-sky in return intensifies the virtual-look of the ground. The intensity of the ground plane graphic is further intensified by a restraint in the detailing. This apparent rigor goes
way beyond the notion of the Hyperreal.
There is something “antipodean“ about the style of the design development of Room 4.1.3: a playfully serious
and skeptical disregard for the ponderousness of authority which, strangely enough, does not exist anywhere
else in built landscape architecture, yet also reflects a wider local ethos. The positive energy of this local
skepticism has been distilled into an ambition and discipline seemingly brought on by having to build. The
weakness of the Room 4.1.3 antipodean theory is its exclusivity. A fully antipodean landscape would be one
where the image-world is but one dimension and is transformed by the others.
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Its lineage no doubt goes back to the scenic side of the pre-twentieth-century picturesque, and can be traced through such things as site-planning
techniques, Gordon Cullen’s Streetscape, the “art“ landscapes of 1980s Americans, the famous La Villette schemes, the Dutch in general, and recent
digital landscape design. Something of this model is central to virtually all landscape architecture.
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“actual“ is the Deleuzian term that signifies the component of the world that we already know/assume/see/remember, etc. Things, clichés, etc.
Amy Thorpe, “Version to Version: Ashton Raggatt McDougall’s Architecture Revisited for a New Landscape,“ KERB: Journal of Landscape Architecture
no. 5 (1998), p. 33.
Margaret McAvin, et. al. “Landscape Architecture and Critical Inquiry,“ introduction by Margaret McAvin; papers by Elizabeth K. Meyer, James
Corner, Hamid Shirvani, and Kenneth Helphand; responses by Robert Riley and Robert Scarfo, Landscape Journal, 10, no. 2 (fall 1992), pp.
155–172. Richard Weller reminded me of this piece.
Collaborators with Room 4.1.3 on the National Museum of Australia.
Thorpe, “Version to Version,“ pp. 23–33.
Deleuze regards Plato as starting the whole Western history of representation through being interested in distinguishing the copy from the simulacrum.
Whether an original and Plato’s notion of the idea can be regarded as equivalent is questionable.
Deleuze is critical of “signifier enthusiasts.“ For Deleuze the Hyperreal is a “mundane amorphous atmospheric continuum“ where what carries
the signifier is only a medium for the signifier. Such a model is based on linguistic ideas, and “it appears difficult to analyze semiotic systems in
themselves: there is always a form of content that is simultaneously inseparable from and independent of the form of expression, and the two forms
pertain to assemblages that are not principally linguistic.“ “There is such diversity in the forms of expression, such mixtures of these forms, that
it is impossible to attach any particular privilege to the form or regime of the signifier.‘“ The regime of the signifier is only one amongst others
and “not the most important one.“ Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus (London: Athlone Press, 1988), pp. 111–115. Also Claire
Colebrook, Gilles Deleuze (London: Routledge, 2002), pp. 97–99.
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Colebrook, Gilles Deleuze, pp. 97–99.
Even if the Hyperreal is disconnected from some lost origin, it shares the characteristic of a denial of the “virtual“ within the “actual.”
As discussed extensively in Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, trans. Paul Patton (London: Athlone, 1994).
Space and time are inseparable, and once we move beyond the conventional and modern theoretical separation of them, the reintroduction of time
produces what Deleuze terms the “spiritualisation of space.“ Time is not expressed as dynamism or movement, as most architectural theorists–and
some landscape architects, such as Tschumi–seem to understand the notion of “event.“
Beth Meyer identified that landscape difference involved a complex of relationships, and that engaging in relationships was central to criticality.
However, relationships are infinite by definition, and she was unable to say how to engage in such relationships in design.
The “nineties“ was valuable for being the era of privileging the productivity of the “architectural.“
Architectural practice has its own unique ways to engage with found difference through the “narrowness“ of architectural construction via typology.
Rossi is instrumental in bringing typology back, from its functionalized obscurity within modernism, into the architectural spotlight. It would
appear that the Deleuzian emphasis on the mutually entwined nature of the actual and virtual has much to offer a theory of typology. However,
Deleuzian inspired architectural theorists, such as Sanford Kwinter, seem to privilege events over type, not foregrounding that type only functions
eventmentally, through time.
The most publicized notion of typology in landscape architecture, that of Patrick Condon, is hopelessly essentialist and says very little about
difference. It assumes that just by repeating the supposed form of a type, some sort of “golden glow“ follows. The graduate program at the Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology under the author has developed an alternative model of typology that escapes the limitations of such a model.
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